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Outline

• Nickelates: Ni2+ versus Ni3+

• Titanates:

• Where are the carriers?

• Can there be Mott physics?

• Magnetism?
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Consider  LaNiO3  Ni3+ on average  

 2Ni3+  Ni2+   +  Ni4+ 
Two holes in O2p 

Orbital in octahedron 

With central eg symmetry 

 total Spin including Ni is 0 

Ni2+ S= 1 no JT 

Each second Ni2+ has an octahedron of O with two holes 

Of Eg symmetry in bonding orbitals  I.e. d5 L 

No Jahn Teller problem anymore 

It’s all Ni2+!
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Consider  LaNiO3  Ni3+ on average  

 2Ni3+  Ni2+   +  Ni4+ 
Two holes in O2p 

Orbital in octahedron 

With central eg symmetry 

 total Spin including Ni is 0 

Ni2+ S= 1 no JT 

Each second Ni2+ has an octahedron of O with two holes 

Of Eg symmetry in bonding orbitals  I.e. d5 L 

No Jahn Teller problem anymore 

It’s all Ni2+!

Does a model with Ni2+ really work?  
Can it explain charge ordering?
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Kondo lattice model

• For simplicity, study one-dimensional chain
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I. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

In this work, we will study the following one-
dimensional (1D) kondo lattice model, with localized spin
S = 1 operator coupled to electron gas, as shown in Fig.1:

H = Ht + HJ + HJp , (1)

with

Ht = −t

�

x,α

(c+
x−1/2,αcx+1/2,α + h.c.)

HJ = J

�

x,αβ,a=±1

�Sx · c
+
x+1/2a,α�σαβcx+1/2a,β

HJp = Jp

�

x,αβ

(�Sx · c
+
x−1/2,α�σαβcx+1/2,β + h.c.).

Here, c
+
x,α(cxα) is the electron creation (annihilation) op-

erator with spin α at site x. �Sx is the Nickel spin-1
operator, while �σ is the spin- 1

2 Pauli matrix. t is the
nearest-neighbor (NN) hopping between electron opera-
tor, J is the NN spin interaction between the Nickel and
electron operators, while Jp is the three-body interaction.
In the numerical simulations, we will set t = 1 as energy
unit.

II. PHASE DIAGRAM AT FILLING ν = 1

We determine the ground-state phase diagram of
Hamiltonian in Eq.(1) using large-scale density-matrix
renormalization group1 (DMRG) calculations. The total
number of the lattice is N = 2Nc, with Nc is the number
of unit cell, which contains one electron site and Nickel
site, as shown in Fig.1. Our DMRG calculation keeps up
to m = 2400 states in each DMRG block for most sys-
tems, which is found to give excellent convergence with
truncation errors of the order or less than 10−9. We make
use of both fully periodic boundary condition (PBC) and

t J J Jp 

x x-1/2 x+1/2 x+1 

FIG. 1: (color online) Illustration of the model Hamiltonian in
Eq.(1). The electron hopping strength is t, the NN electron-
Nickel spin interaction is J , while the three-body term is Jp.
Here black circle denotes Nickel spin-1 operator, while gray
one denotes the electron operator.

FIG. 2: (color online) Ground state phase diagram of the
model (1) at filling ν = 1, as determined by DMRG. Chang-
ing the coupling parameters J and Jp, five different phases
are found, including the ferromagnetic phase (FM), antiferro-
magnetic quasi-long-range ordered phase (AFQLRO), charge-
density wave (CDW) phase (1) and (2), as well as the spiral
phase.

open boundary condition (OBC) to reduce the finite-size
effect for a more reliable extrapolation to the thermody-
namic limit. The phase diagram is determined by exten-
sive scans of the derivatives of the ground state energy,
as well as corresponding order parameters.

The main result of our manuscript is the intriguing
phase diagram of the model (1) at filling ν = 1, as shown
in Fig.2. By changing the coupling parameters J and Jp,
there are five different phases. Besides the ferromagnetic
(FM) phase, the charge-density wave (CDW) (1) and (2),
we also find two more interesting phases. One is the
critical phase with antiferromagnetic (AFM) quasi-long-
range order (QLRO), like the spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg
chain (see Fig.2 (II)), for small J and intermediate Jp

coupling. Another one is the Spiral phase in the middle
of the phase diagram (see Fig.2(V)), in which the spin
have the QLRO at incommensurate momentum. We will
discuss the phase diagram in detail in the remainder of
the manuscript.

To analyze the ground state properties of the system,
besides the spin density profile for both Nickel spin and
electron spin, as well as the density profile for electron
operator, we also calculate the structure factor for both
the Nickel spin and electron spin

Sz(k) =
1

Nc

�

ij

e
ik·(ri−rj)�Sz

i S
z
j �, (2)

Numerically exact solution of this 
strongly correlated model

(≠ DMFT, DFT)
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open boundary condition (OBC) to reduce the finite-size
effect for a more reliable extrapolation to the thermody-
namic limit. The phase diagram is determined by exten-
sive scans of the derivatives of the ground state energy,
as well as corresponding order parameters.

The main result of our manuscript is the intriguing
phase diagram of the model (1) at filling ν = 1, as shown
in Fig.2. By changing the coupling parameters J and Jp,
there are five different phases. Besides the ferromagnetic
(FM) phase, the charge-density wave (CDW) (1) and (2),
we also find two more interesting phases. One is the
critical phase with antiferromagnetic (AFM) quasi-long-
range order (QLRO), like the spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg
chain (see Fig.2 (II)), for small J and intermediate Jp

coupling. Another one is the Spiral phase in the middle
of the phase diagram (see Fig.2(V)), in which the spin
have the QLRO at incommensurate momentum. We will
discuss the phase diagram in detail in the remainder of
the manuscript.

To analyze the ground state properties of the system,
besides the spin density profile for both Nickel spin and
electron spin, as well as the density profile for electron
operator, we also calculate the structure factor for both
the Nickel spin and electron spin
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open boundary condition (OBC) to reduce the finite-size
effect for a more reliable extrapolation to the thermody-
namic limit. The phase diagram is determined by exten-
sive scans of the derivatives of the ground state energy,
as well as corresponding order parameters.

The main result of our manuscript is the intriguing
phase diagram of the model (1) at filling ν = 1, as shown
in Fig.2. By changing the coupling parameters J and Jp,
there are five different phases. Besides the ferromagnetic
(FM) phase, the charge-density wave (CDW) (1) and (2),
we also find two more interesting phases. One is the
critical phase with antiferromagnetic (AFM) quasi-long-
range order (QLRO), like the spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg
chain (see Fig.2 (II)), for small J and intermediate Jp

coupling. Another one is the Spiral phase in the middle
of the phase diagram (see Fig.2(V)), in which the spin
have the QLRO at incommensurate momentum. We will
discuss the phase diagram in detail in the remainder of
the manuscript.

To analyze the ground state properties of the system,
besides the spin density profile for both Nickel spin and
electron spin, as well as the density profile for electron
operator, we also calculate the structure factor for both
the Nickel spin and electron spin
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charge order!

BUT: the charge order seems to be a weak, 
quantum fluctuation effect
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FIG. 3: (color online) Examples of spin structure factor in
z-axis Sz(k) with system size N = 96 and 192 are plotted.
Upper panel for J = 0.0 with (a1) Jp = 0.8, and (a2) Jp = 2.4.
Lower panel for J = 1.0 with (b1) Jp = 1.4, and (b2) Jp = 3.0.

S⊥(k) =
1

Nc
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e
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in z-axis and xy-plane, as well as the density structure
factor

D(k) =
1

Nc

�

ij

e
ik·(ri−rj)�(ni − ν)(nj − ν)� (4)

for electron number operator. Here i and j are the unit
cell indices. Besides, the charge-density wave (CDW)
order parameter is also studied ansd defined as ∆C =
�ni� − �ni+1� in the middle of the system with i = N/2.

A. Ferromagnetic phase

Now, let’s begin with the ferromagnetic phase (FM)
in the phase diagram in Fig.2 (I). In the limit that if we
only have the nearest-neighbor J-term, the system is fully
gapped in the charge channel at ν = 1, leaving us the low-
energy effective spin only model. At filling ν = 1, i.e.,
one electron per Oxygen site, such a spin model is given
by the spin-1/2 degree of freedom of electron oscillating
with spin-1 Nickel spin, with same antiferromagnetic ex-
change coupling, the so-called J-term here. Actually, this
model has already been studied in detail before by means
of DMRG (Reference?). In the ground state, half of the
Nickel spin forms the spin singlet with one of its neigh-
boring electron spin, while leaving the other half spin
interacting with its neighboring Nickel spin with effec-
tive ferromagnetic coupling. Therefore, the ground state
of this spin-only model has the partial polarization. In
this paper, we find that this FM phase is very robust
against both the electron hopping t and the three-body
interaction Jp, as shown in Fig.2. Only when the three-
body interaction Jp is large enough, this FM phase will

FIG. 4: (color online) The charge-density wave (CDW) or-
der parameter ∆C as functions of Jp for (a) J = 0.0 and
(b) J = 0.4 are shown, with system size N = 48, 72, 96,
144 and 192, as well as their corresponding extrapolations to
the thermodynamic limit N = ∞. Examples of the electron
density �ni� for J = 0.4 are plotted in (c). In (d), examples
of finite-size scaling of the order parameters are also shown
with system size up to N = 192, using the fitting function
∆C(Nc) = ∆∞C + A/Nα

c .

be killed and give way to some other phases, depending
on their ratio Jp/J , through a first-order phase transi-
tion.

B. AFQLRO phase and CDW(1) phase

When J is small, the FM phase we talked about the
above will be killed easily by increasing the three body
interaction Jp, thereafter, the system will enter into the
phase with antiferromagnetic quasi-long-range order, like
the spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg chain. Examples of spin
structure factors Sz(k) for J = 0.0 are shown in the up-
per panel in Fig.3. At small Jp = 0.8, there is clearly
a singularity in Sz(k) at k = π, with increasing sys-
tem size, indicating the AFM quasi-long-range order in
one-dimension (1D). With the increase of Jp, this singu-
larity will eventually disappear, with the peak of Sz(k)
becoming smooth and broad, indicating that there is no
spin AFQLRO. Therefore, compared with the AFQLRO
phase, the spin-spin correlation function will decay expo-
nentially with distance with a finite spin triplet excitation
gap.

Instead, the charge-density wave (CDW) appears when
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When J is small, the FM phase we talked about the
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tem size, indicating the AFM quasi-long-range order in
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namic limit. The phase diagram is determined by exten-
sive scans of the derivatives of the ground state energy,
as well as corresponding order parameters.

The main result of our manuscript is the intriguing
phase diagram of the model (1) at filling ν = 1, as shown
in Fig.2. By changing the coupling parameters J and Jp,
there are five different phases. Besides the ferromagnetic
(FM) phase, the charge-density wave (CDW) (1) and (2),
we also find two more interesting phases. One is the
critical phase with antiferromagnetic (AFM) quasi-long-
range order (QLRO), like the spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg
chain (see Fig.2 (II)), for small J and intermediate Jp

coupling. Another one is the Spiral phase in the middle
of the phase diagram (see Fig.2(V)), in which the spin
have the QLRO at incommensurate momentum. We will
discuss the phase diagram in detail in the remainder of
the manuscript.

To analyze the ground state properties of the system,
besides the spin density profile for both Nickel spin and
electron spin, as well as the density profile for electron
operator, we also calculate the structure factor for both
the Nickel spin and electron spin
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charge order!

Not only is it weak, the order is also O-centered:
different from Sawatzky picture



Titanates

• Polarization discontinuity systems:

• LAO/STO

• LTO/STO

• GTO/STO

• Electrostatically similar: La3+~ Gd3+

• However:    Ti3+ = 3d1      Al3+ = Ne (d0)
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Transition metal oxides (TMOs) are ideal for the study of 
electron correlations, because the transition metal s electrons 
are transferred to the oxygen ions, and the remaining strongly 

correlated d electrons determine their physical properties such as 
electrical transport, magnetism, optical response, thermal conduc-
tivity and superconductivity. !ese electron correlations constrain 
the number of electrons at a given lattice site, and induce a local 
entanglement of the charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom. 
!is gives rise to a variety of phenomena, for example, Mott insu-
lators, various charge, spin and orbital orderings, metal–insulator 
transitions, multiferroics and superconductivity1. In recent years, 
there has been a burst of activity to manipulate these phenomena, as 
well as to create new ones, using oxide heterostructures2.

A fundamental basis for understanding the physical properties 
of TMOs is the concept of the symmetry of the order parameter. As 
Landau recognized, the essence of phase transitions is the change 
in symmetry. For example, ferromagnetic ordering breaks the rota-
tional symmetry in spin space, that is, the ordered phase has lower 
symmetry than the Hamiltonian of the system. !ere are three 
important symmetries to be considered here. (1)"Spatial inversion 
(I) symmetry, de#ned as r"!"$r. In the case of an insulator, breaking 
this symmetry can lead to spontaneous electric polarization, that 
is, ferroelectricity, or pyroelectricity once the point group belongs 
to the polar group symmetry. (2)" Time-reversal (T) symmetry 
de#ned as t"!"$t. In quantum mechanics, the time-evolution of the 
wavefunction ! is given by the phase factor e–iEt/! (where E is the 
energy and " is the reduced Planck constant), hence time-reversal 
corresponds to taking the complex conjugate of the wavefunction. 
Additionally, the spin, which is induced by the ‘spinning’ of the par-
ticle, is reversed by time reversal. Broken T symmetry is most natu-
rally associated with magnetism, as the spin operator changes sign 
with T operation. (3)"Gauge (G) symmetry, which is associated with 
a change (#) in the phase of the wavefunction as !"!"ei#!. G sym-
metry is connected to the law of charge conservation, and broken G 
symmetry corresponds to superconductivity or super%uidity. 

!e interplay among the electronic degrees of freedom pro-
duces various forms of symmetry-breaking patterns of I, T and G 
symmetries, leading to novel emergent phenomena (Fig." 1) that 
appear only through the collective behaviour of electrons and can-
not be expected from individual electrons3. From this viewpoint, 

Emergent phenomena at oxide interfaces
H. Y. Hwang1,2,3*, Y. Iwasa1,3,4, M. Kawasaki1,3,4, B. Keimer5, N. Nagaosa1,4 and Y. Tokura1,4,6* 

Recent technical advances in the atomic-scale synthesis of oxide heterostructures have provided a fertile new ground for 
creating novel states at their interfaces. Di!erent symmetry constraints can be used to design structures exhibiting 
phenomena not found in the bulk constituents. A characteristic feature is the reconstruction of the charge, spin and orbital 
states at interfaces on the nanometre scale. Examples such as interface superconductivity, magneto-electric coupling, and 
the quantum Hall e!ect in oxide heterostructures are representative of the scientific and technological opportunities in this 
rapidly emerging field.

the interfaces of TMOs o&er a unique and important experimental 
test-bed as I symmetry is broken by the structure itself, and the 
detailed form of broken I symmetry can o'en be designed. Also, 
two-dimensionality usually enhances the e&ects of electron correla-
tions by reducing their kinetic energy. !ese two features of oxide 
interfaces produce many novel e&ects and functions that cannot be 
attained in the bulk form. Given that the electromagnetic response 
is a major source of the physical properties of solids, and new gauge 
structures o'en appear in correlated electronic systems, we put 
‘emergent electromagnetism’ at the centre of Fig."1. 

To discuss some basic features of TMOs and their interfaces, 
Fig."2a shows a representative crystal structure of TMOs, that is, 
the perovskite structure. A transition metal ion (M) is surrounded 
by six oxygen ions, which produce a crystal #eld acting on M with 
cubic symmetry. As a consequence, the originally #ve-fold degen-
erate 3d orbitals are split into three-fold degenerate t2g orbitals (xy, 
yz, zx orbitals), and two-fold degenerate eg orbitals (x2$y2, 3z2$r2 
orbitals). !ese orbitals have a di&erent sign for the wavefunction 
depending on the radial direction, which sometimes results in the 
cancellation of the overlap integrals with the p orbitals of the O ions 
between two neighbouring M ions. Figure"2b shows the three cases 
that survive this cancellation and lead to a non-zero amplitude for 
hopping between the two orbitals across an interface (xy plane). 
(Note that the hopping occurs owing to second-order processes 
that use two hops between the d orbitals and the O p orbitals.) 
For all other combinations of the orbitals, the hopping matrix 
element vanishes. 

Next we consider correlation e&ects on each M ion from the 
Coulomb interaction, where spin and orbital moments are induced, 
and the exchange interactions between the two M ions across the 
interface are of fundamental importance. To consider the exchange 
processes, virtual hopping" — the virtual transfer of the elec-
tron from the occupied orbital to the higher energy unoccupied 
orbital"— is a central concept. Figure"2c illustrates two of the possi-
ble virtual hopping processes (le' and middle), and a forbidden case 
(right). By using these virtual hopping processes twice, the super-
exchange interactions are mediated (Fig."2d). In the intermediate 
virtual states, the two electrons are occupying the same M ion and 
hence the energy is increased by the on-site Coulomb repulsion. 
When the two orbitals are the same (Fig."2d, le'), Pauli’s exclusion 
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what are the issues?
what is interesting?



Idealized picture
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Issues
• Where are the carriers?  

• Is there Mott physics?

• Extreme case: Mott localization?

• Less extreme: other correlation effects

• magnetism

• superconductivity

• What are these carriers good for?
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• Where are the carriers?  



Issues
• Where are the carriers? 

• in LAO/STO, only a small fraction (<15%)  
of e/2 per unit cell is observed in 
transport

• Explanations:

• Defects

• Screening by ionic polarization 

• Mott localization



GTO/STO

SrTiO3 top layers and 300 nm Au/50 nm Ti for GdTiO3

top layers. The top layer was Au for wire bonding with an Au
wire.

The sheet resistances of GdTiO3 grown directly on
LSAT and of GdTiO3 grown on SrTiO3 buffer layers with
different thicknesses are shown in Fig. 1(a). The GdTiO3

film on LSAT with no SrTiO3 buffer layer is insulating.
While too resistive for meaningful Hall measurements, the
Seebeck coefficient was measured and is positive (p-type),
as found for stoichiometric GdTiO3.

23 All bilayers are n-type
and metallic if the SrTiO3 thickness exceeded one unit cell
(0.4 nm). Even the bilayer with one unit cell SrTiO3 already
exhibits a remarkable drop in resistance. The localized
behavior for this sample is expected as the sheet resistance
exceeds the critical Mott value (!10 kX/h). The sheet resist-
ance should decrease with increasing SrTiO3 thickness if the
conductivity is due to the oxygen deficient SrTiO3. The con-
stant sheet resistance for SrTiO3 layers thicker than 20 nm
indicates that it arises from a space charge layer of constant
thickness and carrier density at the interface. The Hall resist-
ance as a function of magnetic field B was linear and n-type
down to the lowest temperatures,29 in contrast to LaTiO3/
SrTiO3 (Refs. 15 and 16). All of the electrons contributing to
the Hall resistance satisfy lB " 1. Although more than one

subband with different mobility may be occupied, the Hall
coefficient (RH) is converted to an effective sheet density by
nS # 1=eRH , where e is the elementary charge. Figure 1(b)
shows that nS is constant, !3.5$ 1014 cm%2, for all bilayers,
even for extremely thin SrTiO3. Thus there is little trapping
at the LSAT/SrTiO3 interface, at least on a scale of
!3$ 1014 cm%2. A similar result is obtained when the
GdTiO3 thickness is varied. The mobility increases with
SrTiO3 thickness [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus the decrease in sheet
resistance for SrTiO3 layers between 0.4 nm and 20 nm is
due to an increase in mobility, not a change in sheet carrier
concentration. The results are consistent with an interfacial
mobile space charge layer of constant thickness with a sheet
charge density of !3$ 1014 cm%2. This carrier density
closely corresponds to the 1=2 electron per surface unit cell
required to compensate for the polar discontinuity at the
interface.

To further confirm the results, multilayer samples were
investigated. Figure 2(a) shows the sheet carrier density for
(SrTiO3/GdTiO3/SrTiO3)x superlattices on LSAT as a func-
tion of the number of repeats x, each containing two
GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces. If each repeat contributes the
same sheet carrier density as the x# 1 trilayer, then the sheet

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Sheet resistance as a function of temperature for
GdTiO3/SrTiO3/LSAT structures with varying SrTiO3 thicknesses, indicated
by the labels. The GdTiO3 film grown directly on LSAT is labeled “0 nm.”
(b) Sheet carrier density and mobility at room temperature and 2.5K.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Room temperature sheet carrier concentrations of
SrTiO3/GdTiO3/SrTiO3 multilayers as a function of multilayer repeats (x).
The dashed line indicates the expected sheet carrier concentration scaling
with number of repeats as calculated from the x# 1 sample. (b) High-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy image of the
x# 20 multilayer.
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Full 3×1014 cm-2 observed at each interface!

Electrostatic carrier doping of GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces
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Heterostructures and superlattices consisting of a prototype Mott insulator, GdTiO3, and the band
insulator SrTiO3 are grown by molecular beam epitaxy and show intrinsic electronic
reconstruction, approximately 1=2 electron per surface unit cell at each GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interface.
The sheet carrier densities in all structures containing more than one unit cell of SrTiO3 are
independent of layer thicknesses and growth sequences, indicating that the mobile carriers are in a
high concentration, two-dimensional electron gas bound to the interface. These carrier densities
closely meet the electrostatic requirements for compensating the fixed charge at these polar interfaces.
Based on the experimental results, insights into interfacial band alignments, charge distribution, and
the influence of different electrostatic boundary conditions are obtained. VC 2011 American Institute
of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3669402]

Two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) at interfaces
between Mott insulators and band insulators have attracted
significant attention because of unique properties, such as
strong electron correlations, superconductivity, or
magnetism.1–7 Furthermore, interfaces between the band insu-
lator SrTiO3 and the rare earth titanates (RTiO3, where R is a
trivalent rare earth ion), which are Mott insulators, exhibit a
fixed polar charge. In particular, R3!O2" and Ti3!O2

4" layers
alternate along the (001) surface normal of RTiO3,

8 carrying
formal !1 and "1 charges, respectively, which causes a
diverging electrostatic surface energy due to the non-zero
dipole moment on the RO-TiO2 units. At the interface, these
transition to a sequence of neutral layers, Sr2!O2" and
Ti4!O2

4", of non-polar (001) SrTiO3. The fixed interfacial
charge can be compensated by a 2DEG, residing in the bands
of the Mott and/or band insulator and bound to the interface
by the fixed charge.9,10 In the absence of any other charge
compensation, defects, interfacial mixing, roughness, and
nonstoichiometry,11–13 the interface is expected to form an
extremely high-density 2DEG on the order of 3# 1014 cm"2,
as given by e=2S, where S is the surface unit cell area and e
the elementary charge. The nature and spatial distribution of
charge carriers are of paramount importance for the properties
of these heterostructures.

To date, attention has focused on LaAlO3/SrTiO3

and LaTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces grown by pulsed laser
deposition.1,14–16 Results from electrical transport measure-
ments vary significantly; in particular, LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfa-
ces show carrier densities that are an order of magnitude less
than predicted from intrinsic electronic reconstruction.17–19

Compensating mobile electrons are easily accessible for
RTiO3/SrTiO3 structures as can be visualized by considering
the atomically sharp interface as a 50:50 mixture of RTiO3

and SrTiO3, which has the required free electron density.20

Transport and optical measurements of LaTiO3/SrTiO3 inter-
faces reveal densities close to those expected for electronic
reconstruction,16,21 but interpretation is complicated by con-
duction by non-interfacial carriers from both substrates and
films15,16; LaTiO3 films reported in the literature are often me-
tallic.22 This letter reports on transport measurements of the
2DEGs at GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces (electronically analogous
to LaTiO3/SrTiO3 (Refs. 23 and 24)) grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) that exhibit an interfacial density with
values that are essentially those predicted by electronic recon-
struction. Theoretical band offsets between the conduction
bands of SrTiO3 and GdTiO3 are used to model the spatial
extent of the 2DEG.

The vastly different oxygen pressures required to obtain
insulating SrTiO3 and GdTiO3 layers present an experimen-
tal challenge: high oxygen pressure is needed for insulating
SrTiO3 while GdTiO3 films need to be grown under low oxy-
gen pressure conditions to avoid metallic conductivity or for-
mation of pyrochlore.25,26 We use (001) surfaces of
(LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 (LSAT) as substrates to avoid
substrate conduction. All layers and superlattices were grown
by MBE. SrTiO3 was grown by co-deposition27 whereas
GdTiO3 was grown by shuttered growth, supplying alternating
monolayer doses of Gd and Ti tetra isopropoxide (TTIP),
which supplied both Ti and oxygen. No additional oxygen
was supplied.28 For GdTiO3 on SrTiO3, growths were started
and terminated with a TiO2 layer. All layers and superlattices
were coherently strained to the LSAT.29 Aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscopy (FEI Titan G2
ChemiSTEM) was used to characterize the atomic structure of
GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces. Longitudinal and Hall resistivity
were measured in Van der Pauw geometry using a Physical
Properties Measurement System (Quantum Design PPMS).
Ohmic contacts were 300 nm Au/20 nm Ni/40 nm Al fora)Electronic mail: stemmer@mrl.ucsb.edu.

0003-6951/2011/99(23)/232116/4/$30.00 VC 2011 American Institute of Physics99, 232116-1
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GTO/STO

• GTO/STO provides a proof of principle: 
ionic discontinuity carriers do all exist

• Where are they in GTO/STO?
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charge distribution?
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orbital distribution?
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Poisson Boltzmann

• Tight-binding Hamiltonian with only σ 
bonding, tTi-Ti = 0.65eV to match band 
structure

• Self-consistent electrostatics

• Just linear dielectric screening (crude 
approximation for thicker STO films!)
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Fig.19 shows the comparison of Seebeck coefficient for four different cases. Blue curve is identical to Fig.3 and green,

red and purple curves show Seebeck coefficient for different �r = 1000, 277 and 200. First of all, electric potential

effect is considerable when the number of STO layers are bigger than L � 10. In the presence of electric potential

induced by GdO plane at the interfaces, Seebeck coefficient for large L, (green, red and purple curves) is found to

decline, compared to the case when only quantum confinement effect is included (blue curve). In addition, Seebeck

coefficient is further increasing with increasing a dielectric constant �r (green, red and purple curves) in thick enough

STO layers. This corresponds to the statement that Seebeck coefficient is inversely related its carrier density since

electrons are more evenly distributed over the STO layers for larger dielectric constant �r.

B. Single interface GTO/STO/Vac

When we consider GTO/STO/Vac case, we have half of the electron density compared to GTO/STO/GTO super-

lattice due to a single interface.
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Fig.19 shows the comparison of Seebeck coefficient for four different cases. Blue curve is identical to Fig.3 and green,

red and purple curves show Seebeck coefficient for different �r = 1000, 277 and 200. First of all, electric potential

effect is considerable when the number of STO layers are bigger than L � 10. In the presence of electric potential

induced by GdO plane at the interfaces, Seebeck coefficient for large L, (green, red and purple curves) is found to

decline, compared to the case when only quantum confinement effect is included (blue curve). In addition, Seebeck

coefficient is further increasing with increasing a dielectric constant �r (green, red and purple curves) in thick enough

STO layers. This corresponds to the statement that Seebeck coefficient is inversely related its carrier density since

electrons are more evenly distributed over the STO layers for larger dielectric constant �r.

B. Single interface GTO/STO/Vac

When we consider GTO/STO/Vac case, we have half of the electron density compared to GTO/STO/GTO super-

lattice due to a single interface.
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4nm 8nm

• Carriers spread out over ~5 unit cells



GTO-STO-Vacuum

4nm 8nm

• Carriers spread out over ~5 unit cells
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FIG. 20: Comparison of Hall coefficients RH vs L for
GTO/STO/GTO superlattice. Brown : Tylor’s

experimental data. Black : pure quantum confinement
effect. Red : both electric potential and quantum

confinement effect when �r = 277.
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Appendix C: Units of Gauss law

�0 = 8.85× 10−12[F/m] = (8.85× 10−12)(1.6× 10−19)[e/(V m)]
� 5.53× 107[e/V m] (C1)
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FIG. 25: charge density σ vs z for L = 10
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FIG. 28: charge density σ vs z for L = 20
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FIG. 29: charge density σ vs z for L = 50

Gauss law with vacuum permittivity

σ [e/m2] =
�0
a0

g(ϕ) [e/m2]

σa2
0 [e/(u.c)] = �0 a0 g(ϕ) [e/(u.c)]

= (5.53× 107)(3.9× 10−10) g(ϕ)
� 0.0216 g(ϕ) (C2)

where g(ϕ) is a function of ϕ, defined in Eq.(16) for each layer.
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(L=10, �r = 277)



Orbital distribution

• xy is slightly more localized than xz, yz due 
to lack of kinetic energy in confinement 
direction
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Gauss law with vacuum permittivity

σ [e/m2] =
�0
a0

g(ϕ) [e/m2]

σa2
0 [e/(u.c)] = �0 a0 g(ϕ) [e/(u.c)]

= (5.53× 107)(3.9× 10−10) g(ϕ)
� 0.0216 g(ϕ) (C2)

where g(ϕ) is a function of ϕ, defined in Eq.(16) for each layer.
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dielectric constant?
�r = 10
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Hall coefficient

• Reasonable agreement, as expected from 
naive RH=1/ne formula  (but calculated 
from sub-band structure)
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FIG. 20: Comparison of Hall coefficients RH vs L for
GTO/STO/GTO superlattice. Brown : Tylor’s

experimental data. Black : pure quantum confinement
effect. Red : both electric potential and quantum

confinement effect when �r = 277.
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FIG. 21: A close look of Fig.20 for a detailed comparison
with Tylor’s experiment. Brown : Tylor’s experimental
data. Black : pure quantum confinement effect. Red :
both electric potential and quantum confinement effect

when �r = 277.
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FIG. 23: electric potential ϕ vs z for L = 10

Appendix C: Units of Gauss law

�0 = 8.85× 10−12[F/m] = (8.85× 10−12)(1.6× 10−19)[e/(V m)]
� 5.53× 107[e/V m] (C1)
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FIG. 24: charge density σ vs z for L = 4
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FIG. 25: charge density σ vs z for L = 10
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• Provides another measure of carrier 
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Carrier distribution

• Simple theory and experiments are 
consistent with ionic discontinuity doping 
of e/2 charge per square unit cell, spread 
out over up to a few nms, and definitely not 
confined to 1 unit cell (at least at room 
temperature)

• In GTO/STO, these carriers are all mobile, 
but distributed unevenly amongst orbitals/
subbands
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• Where are the carriers? 

• in LAO/STO, only a small fraction (<15%)  
of e/2 per unit cell is observed in 
transport
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• Defects

• Screening by ionic polarization 

• Mott localization
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likely.  but not a good subject for theory.



Issues
• Where are the carriers? 

• in LAO/STO, only a small fraction (<15%)  
of e/2 per unit cell is observed in 
transport

• Explanations:

• Defects

• Screening by ionic polarization 

• Mott localization

a red herring



Issues
• Where are the carriers? 

• in LAO/STO, only a small fraction (<15%)  
of e/2 per unit cell is observed in 
transport

• Explanations:

• Defects

• Screening by ionic polarization 

• Mott localization interesting! but possible?



Mott localization in 
LAO/STO?

tion, but O vacancies are known to induce high mobility
carriers, and superconductivity30 in SrTiO3. The charge dis-
proportionation that we predict should be observable as a
Curie-Weiss susceptibility of the accompanying spin,
whether or not the FM order survives fluctuation effects to
order at low temperature.

Lattice relaxations provide another possible explanation
of the observed conductivity. At the interface between
LaTiO3 and SrTiO3, which shows a similar mechanism of
charge disproportionation to accommodate the excess elec-
tron, we have found that in the relaxed system the Fermi
level shifts to lower energies and crosses the dxy band at the
Ti3+ sites leading to conducting !and half-metallic" behavior
while still preserving the charge ordered arrangement.31

VI. SUMMARY

To provide a plausible picture of the observations of
Ohtomo and Hwang4 of SrTiO3-LaAlO3 IFs we have applied
on-site repulsion Up on O ions for the p-type IF, as well as
the now accepted use of Ud for transitions metal ions for the
n-type IF. For the more perplexing p-type IF, a value of
Up=7 eV produces an intricate phase: disproportionation on
the O sublattice !resulting in charge-polarons" of the AlO2
layer, with the localized S= 1

2 hole residing on an in-plane
p!-orbital, charge-ordered in a 2"2-fashion. Antiferromag-
netic ordering of the spins finally produces an insulating
phase. The strong localization of the OAl

* hole suggests this
state may not require Up as large as 7 eV for its stabilization.
As an alternative possibility we have explored a charge com-
pensation mechanism through O vacancies. Whether in the
AlO2 or the SrO layer, the hole resides in the vacant site
F-center-like resulting in an insulating interface.

At the n-type IF the extra electron is localized but able to
hop on the quarter-filled sublattice of Ti dxy orbitals. Lattice
relaxations are expected to lead to a half-metallic behavior

and explain the measured conductivity. The ferromagneti-
cally coupled layer realized at the interface of two nonmag-

FIG. 9. !Color online" Density of states of the interface with an
oxygen vacancy in the SrO layer: !a" total; !b" projected DOS of the
O 2p states of the oxygen atoms surrounding the vacancy in the
AlO2 !black", SrO !red, short dashed", as well as in the next SrO
layer on top of the vacancy !green, long dashed"; !c" d states of the
next !blue, solid" and third !black, dashed" Ti neighbor.

FIG. 10. !Color online" Density of states of the n-type interface:
!a" total; !b" d states of magnetic Ti3+ showing the split-off majority
dxy band, with the corresponding minority states lying at +5 eV; the
other 3d states are not strongly polarized; !c" the nonmagnetic Ti4+

ion, showing the conventional !although not perfect" t2g!eg crystal
field splitting. dxy orbitals are marked by a green !light gray" line,
dxz and dyz states by a magenta dashed line, states with dz2 and
dx2!y2 character by a red dotted and blue !dark gray" solid lines,
respectively.

FIG. 11. !Color online" Charge density plot of the charge or-
dered state localized in the TiO2 layer of the n-type interface. Ti3+

with an occupied dxy orbital and Ti4+ marked by light and dark blue
!gray" circles, respectively, are ordered in a !45°" checkerboard
manner. Oxygens are marked by white circles. The plotted area
corresponds to four c!2"2"-simulation cells.

R. PENTCHEVA AND W. E. PICKETT PHYSICAL REVIEW B 74, 035112 !2006"

035112-6

Pentcheva+Pickett, 
2006: Insulating, 

orbitally ordered, 
checkerboard 
ferromagnet
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Superconductivity and Ferromagnetism in Oxide Interface Structures: Possibility of
Finite Momentum Pairing

Karen Michaeli, Andrew C. Potter, and Patrick A Lee
Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139

We introduce a model to explain the observed ferromagnetism and superconductivity in LAO/STO
oxide interface structures. Due to the polar catastrophe mechanism, 1/2 charge per unit cell is trans-
ferred to the interface layer. We argue that this charge localizes and orders ferromagnetically via
exchange with the conduction electrons. Ordinarily this ferromagnetism would destroy supercon-
ductivity, but due to strong spin-orbit coupling near the interface, the magnetism and superconduc-
tivity can coexist by forming an FFLO-type condensate of Cooper pairs at finite momentum, which
is surprisingly robust in the presence of strong disorder.

Introduction – It is known that a conducting electronic
state can form at the interface between two insulating
oxides[1]. A particularly well studied example is the TiO2

interface between SrTiO3 and LaAlO3. The carrier den-
sity can be controlled by a backgate on the SrTiO3 side
and superconductivity (SC) has been discovered over a
range of densities with maximum Tc of about 0.3 K[2].
Recently, signs of ferromagnetism (FM) have also been
reported[3–5]. In particular, Li et al.[5] showed that SC
and FM coexist in the same sample and that the FM
moment is large, ! 0.3 " 0.4µB per interface unit cell.
Assuming that the FM and SC arise from the interface,
these observations raise the question of whether the SC
has to be unconventional in order to coexist with FM. Be-
fore addressing this question we need to understand first
the nature of the electronic state at the interface and up
to now no clear picture has emerged[6–8]. Are most of
the electrons localized or extended? Does the FM come
from local moments or the mobile electrons and what is
its origin? In this paper we propose a model for the inter-
face electrons which is consistent with existing transport
data. Based on this model we explain the existence of
FM and the coexistence of SC and FM. For the latter,
the key idea is that a large Rashba-type spin-orbit cou-
pling exists at the interface [9]. Such a Rashba term
is particularly favorable for the formation of a conden-
sate at finite momentum, called a Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-
Ovchinikov (FFLO) state which coexists with FM[10, 11].
This general idea was pointed out earlier by Barzykin
and Gorkov[12]. However, they considered only the clean
case and their solution is quickly destroyed by disorder.
Surprisingly, with increasing disorder the FFLO state is
revived[13]. We suggest that the SC observed at the in-
terface is described by this disordered stabilized helical
FFLO state. This state is sometimes referred to as a
“helical” FFLO state[13] since, pairing occurs at a sin-
gle momentum q so that !(r) = !eiq·r unlike the usual
FFLO state where pairing occurs at both ±q so that
!(r) = ! cosq · r.

The Model – As shown in Fig. 1, LaAlO3 consists of al-
ternating charged layers and a polarization proportional
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FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 oxide in-
terface structure. Filled and empty circles depict Ti and Al
ions. Half a charge per unit cell is transferred to the inter-
face TiO2 layer. This charge localizes and orders magnetically
(shown as arrows on the interface layer) via exchange polar-
ization of conduction electrons on the subsequent Ti layers
(shown as wavy cloud in Ti Layers 1 and 2). Inset: Disper-
sion of electron bands arising from 3d orbitals on Ti layers
near the interface. The dxy bands are polarized via exchange
with the localized interface layer. Superconductivity occurs
in dxz and dyz bands which have lower magnetic exchange
and stronger spin-orbit coupling.

to the sample thickness is built up due to the abrupt ter-
mination of the interface, a phenomenon termed the po-
larization catastrophe. In order to avoid this, half an elec-
tron should be transferred from the surface AlO2 layer to
the interface layer. The electrons are expected to occupy
the dxy orbital on the Ti atoms. Due to the relatively
narrow bandwidth, an on-site repulsion U and a nearest-
neighbor Coulomb repulsion V will cause these electrons
to be localized on every other interface site. This pic-
ture of local moment formation at the interface has been
proposed before [7]. Super-exchange via the oxygen is
expected to provide a weak antiferromagnetic exchange.

The application of a back gate or the presence of de-
fects forces more electrons to the interface. We assume
that the e"ect of U and V makes it too costly to place
these electrons at the interface layer. Instead, the ad-
ditional electrons mainly occupy the Ti layer next to it
(called layer 1), and their wavefunctions spill over to lay-

Michaeli, Potter, and P. 
Lee, 2011: Localized, 

ferromagnetically 
aligned electrons in 

first TiO2 layer



Mott physics?

• Mott physics is high carrier density physics



Mott physics?

• Mott physics is high carrier density physics

• Even 3×1014 cm-2 is not so large!

• needs to be close to 1e per Ti!

X
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etry will change electronic properties near the metal-
nonmetal phase boundary [5-8]. Careful precalcining of
La203 (source of La) and a fairly strong reducing condi-
tion (40% H2i'Ar) prevented the La deficiencies and extra
oxygen. The presently prepared LaTi03 shows a nonme-
tallic behavior over all temperatures below 300 K, as
shown in the inset of Fig. -1, with T~ =138 K. Thermo-
gravimetric analysis showed the effective Ti valence of
3.02 for the insulating x =1 sample and the oxygen off-
stoichiometry less than 2% of the total oxygen content for
the Sr-substituted samples. The insulating state in La-
Ti03 was confirmed to be amenable to the hole-doping
procedure by the partial substitution with Sr as seen in
the metallic behavior (the inset of Fig. 1) of
Sro o5Lao 95Ti03 (x =0.95).
Temperature dependence of the resistivity (p) in me-

tallic compounds Srl —,La Ti03 is shown in Fig. 1, where
p —po is plotted against the square of the temperature
(T ). The residual resistivity po in the metallic com-
pounds is ca. 2x10 Qcm for the x=0.5 sample and
(5-7) && 10 0 cm for 0.6 (x (0.95. The metallic be-
havior persists in the samples with the lower filling of
x (0.5 (not shown in the figure), yet the samples with
x (0.1 show some carrier localization eA'ect [7], perhaps
due to poor shielding of the impurity (La +) potential by
low carrier density. Notably, the temperature dependen-
cies of resistivity in the metallic region are well charac-
terized by the relation p =po+AT, over a wide tempera-
ture region (at least up to 200 K). The quadratic tem-

perature dependence of resistivity is reminiscent of the
strong electron-electron scattering process which seems to
predominate the electron-phonon scattering process. The
coeScient A increases conspicuously with filling as the
x =1 Mott insulator is approached in spite of comparable
values of po. Such a filling-dependent behavior signals a
systematic change of the scattering rate and the effective
mass of carriers (vide infra). Incidentally, the increase in
the T coe%cient of the resistivity as the metal-insulator
transition is approached has also been observed in V203
(Ref. [9]) where pressure rather than the filling control
was used to drive the system through the transition.
To estimate the carrier concentration and its filling

dependence in Sr i — La Ti03, we have measured the
Hall coeScient. The inverse of the Hall coe%cient RH '

is plotted against x in Fig. 2. In the metallic region, at
least for 0. 1 ~ x ~ 0.95, the Hall coe%cient was observed
to be negative (i.e., of electron type) and nearly tempera-
ture independent as exemplified by respective values mea-
sured at 80 K (closed circles) and 173 K (open circles) in
Fig. 2. The absolute value of RH varies linearly with x
up to at least x =0.95. Thus estimated carrier density as
a function of x is in excellent agreement with the simple
prediction (indicated by a straight line) assuming that
each substitution of a Sr + site with La + supplies one
electron-type carrier per Ti site. [The change of unit cell
volume Srl — La„Ti03 is small (less than 4%) and may
be neglected in the following discussion. ] In other words,
the 3d band filling x gives a previse measure of the car-
rier density in the metallic phase of Sr~ La Ti03 even
in the composition region close to the insulating end
(x =1). The observed behavior implies existence of the
Fermi surface which satisfies the Luttinger sum rule. In
particular, in the metallic region near x =1, the com-
pound must show a large Fermi surface as expected for
the noninteracting electrons and not the small one typical
for holes doped in the insulator. The simple behavior of

O

IC)
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I

at 80 K
o at 173K C9

E
C3

OJC)

t
Ct

0)

I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0 4 6
T (10 K )

FIG. 1. Temperature (T) dependence of resistivity (p) in
Srl —„La„Tio3. p is plotted vs T . The inset shows p vs T plots
in the nonmetallic x =I (LaTi03) and metallic x =0.95 sam-
ples.

FIG. 2. The filling (x) dependence of the inverse of Hall
coetlicient (RH ) in Srl —„La„Ti03. Open and closed circles
represent the values measured at 80 K and 173 K, respectively.
A solid line indicates the calculated one based on the assump-
tion that each substitution of a Sr + site with La + supplies the
compound with one electron-type carrier per Ti site.
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Filling Dependence of Electronic Properties on the Verge of Metal-Mott-Insulator
Transitions in Sr I — La Ti03

Y. Tokura, Y. Taguchi, Y. Okada, Y. Fujishima, and T. Arima
Department of Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo I I3, Japan

K. Kumagai
Department ofPhysics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060Ja, pan

Y. Iye
Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 106, Japan

(Received 22 September 1992)
Introducing holes (or partly eliminating electrons) in Mott-Hubbard insulator LaTi03 (with 3d

configuration) can be carried out by partial substitution of La with Sr, which produces the strongly
correlated metallic phase. Systematic variation of electronic properties in Srl —La„Ti03 was investigat-
ed as a function of the 3d band filling (x) by measurements of resistivity, Hall coefficient, magnetic sus-
ceptibility, and specific heat. Up to the vicinity of the metal-insulator phase boundary (x,—0.95),
Srl —„La„Ti03behaves as a Fermi liquid system where the carrier mass and scattering rate critically in-
crease as the x =1 (LaTi03) insulator is approached.

PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 71.28.+d, 72.80.Ga, 74.20.Mn

Stimulated by discovery of high-T, superconductivity,
electronic structures and properties in strongly correlated
electron systems have been attracting renewed attention.
Ternary or multinary oxides of transition metals are of
particular interest, since the chemical potential or the
filling of the narrow d electron band can be controlled by
chemical substitution (e.g. , at the A sites of the
perovskite structure) while keeping fundamental metal-
oxygen networks. The layered cuprate compounds with
high-T, superconductivity are prototypes for such filling-
controlled materials [1] with strong electron correlations.
By changing the eA'ective valence of Cu or filling of the
Cu-O related band, the cuprate compounds undergo the
phase change from the insulator to high-T, superconduc-
tor (or unconventional metal above T,). According to
the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen scheme [2], the parent cu-
prates are classified as the charge-transfer (CT) insula-
tors where the charge gap is formed between the occupied
0 2p states and unoccupied Cu 3d states (upper Hubbard
band). On the other hand, there are ample examples of
insulating transition metal oxides [3] (Mott insulators in
a narrow sense), where the possible charge gap is formed
between the Coulomb-split d bands (i.e., lower and upper
Hubbard bands). One of the most extensively investigat-
ed compounds is V203 (Refs. [3,4]) with a 3d con-
figuration of V, which undergoes the metal-insulator
transition by applying pressure, changing oxygen stoi-
chiometry, or alloying with Ti203. However, the control
of the band filling in the binary systems (e.g. , V203) is
limited near the stoichiometric composition, since a heavy
alloying at the transition metal sites or large non-
stoichiometry inevitably introduces the randomness into
the system. Apart from the studies on the finely valence-
controlled V203 (Ref. [4]), there have been very few
careful studies on the systematic change of electronic

properties upon the Mott-insulator-metal transition
which is driven by change of filling or by "carrier dop-
1ng.
The purpose of this Letter is to report on systematic

variation of electronic and magnetic properties from
changing the band filling in strongly correlated metals on
the verge of the Mott-Hubbard transition. The system
we have investigated is the newly synthesized solid solu-
tion system, Sr1 „La„Ti03with perovskite-like structure,
in which a number of 3d electrons can be varied from 0 to
1 with a change of x from 0 (SrTi03) to 1 (LaTi03).
The end compound LaTi03 (x =1), when well stoichi-
ometric, has been known to show nonmetallic behavior
[5] due to electron correlation and the antiferromagnetic
ordering of Ti 5= —,

' spins at Ttv =120-150 K [5,6].
However, the insulating state associated with the magnet-
ically ordered phase is easily broken and transformed to
the metallic state with a slight increase (~ 0.05) of the
Ti valence from +3.0 ("hole-doping" procedures) by
La/0 off-stoichiometry or by Sr doping onto the La sites
[5-8]. Furthermore, the Ti sites form a nearly simple cu-
bic lattice in such a perovskite-related crystal, which is
expected to show almost isotropic electronic properties.
Therefore, Sr1 La,Ti03 may be one of the most desir-
able systems in which critical dependence of physical pa-
rameters on the band filling can be investigated in the vi-
cinity of the Mott-Hubbard transition. The behavior
near the metal-nonmetal phase boundary in the "hole-
doped" Mott system is of particular interest in compar-
ison with the case of high-T, cuprates.
Samples of Sr1 —„La Ti03 were melt grown in a reduc-

ing atmosphere by the Aoating zone method, details of
which were reported previously [8]. Special attention was
paid to synthesis of the samples with x close to 1 includ-
ing the sample LaTi03, since even a slight oA'-stoichiom-
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Coexistence of magnetic order and
two-dimensional superconductivity
at LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfaces
Lu Li1, C. Richter2, J. Mannhart3 and R. C. Ashoori1*
A two-dimensional electronic system forms at the interface

between the band insulators
1,2

LaAlO3 and SrTiO3. Samples

fabricated until now have been found to be either magnetic

or superconducting, depending on growth conditions
3,4
. Com-

bining high-resolution magnetic torque magnetometry and

transport measurements, we report here magnetization mea-

surements providing direct evidence of magnetic ordering

of the two-dimensional electron liquid at the interface. The

magnetic ordering exists from well below the superconducting

transition to up to 200K, and is characterized by an in-plane

magnetic moment. Surprisingly, despite the presence of this

magnetic ordering, the interface superconducts below 120mK.

This is unusual because conventional superconductivity rarely

exists in magnetically ordered metals
5,6
. Our results suggest

that there is either phase separation or coexistence between

magnetic and superconducting states. The coexistence sce-

nario would point to an unconventional superconducting phase

as the ground state.

Superconductivity and magnetic order are in general mutually

exclusive phenomena. Nonetheless, the coexistence of magnetism

and superconductivity has been suggested for finite-momentum

pairing states
5,6
. Coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity

has been reported in a few three-dimensional superconducting

systems
7–9

, such as RuSr2GdCu2O8 andUGe2. The question remains

if such coexistence can occur in a two-dimensional electronic

system. An intriguing candidate is the interface between the two

band insulators LaAlO3 (LAO) and SrTiO3 (STO). At their n-

type interface a conducting two-dimensional electron liquid is

generated. Moreover, the LAO/STO interface was also reported to

have a two-dimensional superconducting ground state
3
.

For this system, magnetic ordering was suggested in ref. 4, the

authors of which deduced the presence of magnetic scattering cen-

tres from the temperature dependence of the interface resistance R

and a hysteresis ofR during the sweep ofmagnetic fieldH . Different

magnetotransport studies indicate an antiferromagnetic order
10
or

a non-uniform field-induced magnetization and strong magnetic

anisotropy
11
. Recently, it was found that, at both chemically treated

STO bulk and LAO/STO interfaces, charges are electronically

phase separated into regions containing a quasi-two-dimensional

electron-gas phase, a ferromagnetic phase persisting above room

temperature or a diamagnetic/paramagnetic phase
12

below 60K.

On the theoretical side, electronic-structure calculations yield com-

plicated pictures for the magnetism at the interface layers
13–16

.

Specifically, the calculations do not support magnetically ordered

moments at the interface of an LAO/STO bilayer covered by

1
Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA,

2
Center for Electronic Correlations and

Magnetism, University of Augsburg, 86135 Augsburg, Germany,
3
Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany.

*e-mail: ashoori@mit.edu.

vacuum
17
. Consequently, any observed magnetism must originate

from strong electronic correlations.

Coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity has not been

reported at the LAO/STO interfaces. The ground state was found

to be controlled by growth conditions, carrier concentration
18
and

externalmagnetic field
19
. These experimental observations based on

transport properties suggest that the two phenomena do not coexist

(see, for example, Fig. 16 of ref. 18).

To clarify this issue, we have grown LAO/STO interfaces, mea-

sured their superconducting properties by transport measurements

and then applied cantilever-based torque magnetometry as an ex-

tremely sensitive and direct method to measure a possible magnetic

momentm of the sample.

Torque magnetometry directly determines m by measuring the

torque τ of the sample mounted on a cantilever in an external

magnetic field H . As the torque is given by τ =m×B, the method

detects the component of m oriented perpendicular to B, the
magnetic field flux density. Owing to its great sensitivity, this

method has been applied to determine the magnetic susceptibility

of very small samples, to analyse tiny magnetic signals and, in some

cases, even to accurately map Fermi surfaces
20–22

.

Our set-up measured τ , the component of τ along the

rotation axis of a 25-µm- or 50-µm-thick cantilever, with the

sample glued to the cantilever tip. H was applied at a tilt angle

ϕ with respect to the c axis (perpendicular to the interface).

The cantilever deflection was detected capacitively. The moment

m is given by m = τ/(µ0H sin θ), where µ0 is the vacuum

permeability and θ is the angle between m and H (with m

in plane, θ = 90
◦ −ϕ; see the discussion below). We used the

measured angular dependence of the zero-field capacitance of the

cantilever set-up to calibrate the spring constant of the cantilever.

Knowing the spring constant, we quantitatively determine the

value of m. The cantilever set-up can resolve changes
22

in m of

δm= 10
−13

–10
−12

Am
2
at 10 T.

All samples investigated were grown using nominally identical

parameters for the substrate preparation and the pulsed laser

deposition. The films were patterned with Nb Ohmic contacts

using photolithography and painted with silver paste on the back.

The only intended difference between the samples is that for one

reference sample (named the ‘0 u.c.’ sample) a shutter in front

of the substrate was used to block the growth of LAO (Fig. 1a).

The resistance of the interface samples was measured using the

Nb Ohmic contacts. The LAO/STO interfaces were found to be

superconducting below 120mK. The superconducting temperature

is slightly lower than that of many other LAO/STO samples grown
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Direct imaging of the coexistence of
ferromagnetism and superconductivity
at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface
Julie A. Bert1, Beena Kalisky1, Christopher Bell1, Minu Kim1,2, Yasuyuki Hikita1, Harold Y. Hwang1,2

and Kathryn A. Moler1*

LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 are insulating, non-magnetic oxides, yet the
interface between them exhibits a two-dimensional electron
system with high electron mobility1, superconductivity at
low temperatures2–6 and electric-field-tuned metal–insulator
and superconductor–insulator phase transitions3,6–8. Bulk mag-
netization and magnetoresistance measurements also indi-
cate some form of magnetism depending on preparation
conditions5,9–11 and a tendency towards nanoscale electronic
phase separation10. Here we use local imaging of the mag-
netization and magnetic susceptibility to directly observe a
landscape of ferromagnetism, paramagnetism and supercon-
ductivity.Wefind submicrometre patches of ferromagnetism in
a uniform background of paramagnetism, with a non-uniform,
weak diamagnetic superconducting susceptibility at low tem-
perature. These results demonstrate the existence of nanoscale
phase separation as indicated by theoretical predictions based
on nearly degenerate interface sub-bands associated with the
Ti orbitals12,13. The magnitude and temperature dependence
of the paramagnetic response indicate that the vast majority
of the electrons at the interface are localized14, and do not
contribute to transport measurements3,6,7. In addition to the
implications formagnetism, the existence of a two-dimensional
superconductor at an interface with highly broken inversion
symmetry and a ferromagnetic landscape in the background
indicates the potential for exotic superconducting phenomena.

Coexistence of ferromagnetism and superconductivity in nature
is rare15–19. The LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) interface is a new
system for studying this coexistence. LAO and STO are both
perovskite band insulators with no magnetic order in their bulk
form. For LAO grown on the TiO2-terminated STO substrate,
a high-mobility electron gas was observed at the interface1.
Electronic reconstruction, driven by the polar/nonpolar interface,
is thought to move charge from the LAO layers across the
interface into the STO, causing an effective electronic doping
responsible for the observed conductivity1. The interplay of
this effect with oxygen vacancies and structural changes20, and
the relative contribution of these three effects to the carrier
concentration, remains a subject of debate. Significant variability
in the physical properties in similar samples indicates that the
ground state of this interface system is sensitive to small changes
in growth conditions. Superconductivity2–5 and features interpreted
as interface magnetism5,9,10 have been independently observed at
the LAO/STO interface through transport and bulk magnetization
measurements. One recent study inferred the existence of both

1
Stanford Institute for Materials and Energy Science, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305, USA,

2
Department of Advanced Materials Science,

University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8561, Japan. *e-mail: kmoler@stanford.edu.

ferromagnetism and superconductivity in the same sample from
hysteresis inmagnetoresistance transportmeasurements5.

We use a scanning superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) with micrometre-scale spatial resolution to image
three samples down to 20mK (see Methods). Our SQUID sensor
can concurrently measure the static magnetic fields generated by
the sample (magnetometry) and the susceptibility of the sample to a
small locally applied a.c.magnetic field (susceptometry). Figure 1a,c
shows magnetometry and susceptometry images of an LAO/STO
interface. The ferromagnetic landscape appears as many static spa-
tially separated dipoles that show no temperature dependence over
the measured temperature range. The superconductivity is spatially
inhomogeneous and weak, with a critical temperature Tc = 100mK
(Fig. 1e), above which a temperature-dependent paramagnetic re-
sponse is apparent (Fig. 1e inset). In contrast, a δ-doped STO
sample21 has relatively uniform two-dimensional superconductiv-
ity, no magnetic order and no apparent paramagnetic response
above Tc (Fig. 1b,d,f), although the expected paramagnetic signal
at Tc =300mK is close to our noise floor.

The diamagnetic susceptibility from the LAO/STO interface is
an order of magnitude smaller than that of the δ-doped SrTiO3
or (Ba0.9Nb0.1CuO2+x)m/(CaCuO2)n, another two-dimensional
superconductor22. The susceptometry signal is generated by
superconducting electrons that screen the local applied field and
is related to the local density of electrons in the superconducting
condensate. The superfluid density is usually quantified by the
magnetic penetration depth, λ (refs 23,24). In a two-dimensional
superconductor with thickness d � λ, the screening currents are
confined in the vertical direction, which generates a modified
penetration depth known as the Pearl length, � = 2λ2/d . The
low-temperature Pearl length in the δ-doped STO sample was
650 µm on the basis of fits to formulas for the height dependence
of the susceptometry from refs 24,25. This formula should not
quantitatively describe the data for the LAO/STO interface owing
to the lateral inhomogeneities, but the susceptibility signal from a
uniform two-dimensional superconductor scales as 1/� for large
�, implying an∼8mmPearl length in the LAO/STO.

The Tc variation between two measurement positions on
the LAO/STO sample (Fig. 1e) is about 10%. However, the
lateral variation of the susceptometry is large: 84% of the
total response, compared with just 12% in the δ-doped STO,
and less than 1% in most bulk superconductors26. The largely
inhomogeneous superconducting and ferromagnetic response may
indicate proximity to a first-order phase transition. Although both
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parts, one is spin dependent, the other is not

p„(E)= g g [a, (k)—z mUq (k)]5(E—E. (k))1

2N

(3.61)

The average number of o electrons per site in the sublat-
tice 3 is then given by

gg f (E,, )[,,(k)— Uq (k)] .1

k j,p
(3.62)

The total number n per site is, therefore, mainly deter-
mined by the spectral weights n

n = g (n )=—gg~, (k)f (E, (k)), (3.63)
k j,p

while the sublattice magnetization m is predominantly
influenced by the coefFicients of the "mixed" spectral den-
sity Dk (E),

g, (eV 'J
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05.

9"
8"
7 ~ ~
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E(eVJ

m =—mU—ggq (k)f (E)~(k)) .1

k j,p
(3.64)
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Equations (3.50)—(3.64) represent a closed system, which
can be solved self-consistently. We discuss the results in
the next section.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, the T=O phase diagram in terms of
Coulomb interation U and band occupation n, but now as it re-
sults from our spectral-density approach (SDA) to the Hubbard
model.

A. Magnetic phase diagram

We have evaluated our theory for a Bloch density of
states po(E) as defined in (2.44)—(2.46). po(E) is plotted
as the insert in Figs. 1 and 4. Figure 4 shows the magnet-
ic phase diagram for T=O in terms of the Coulomb in-
teraction U and the band occupation n. We restrict the
representation to 0 ~ n ~ 1. The region 1 n 2 follows
directly by reAection on the n = 1 axis because of
particle-hole symmetry.
We recognize a minimum band occupation no-0. 44,

below which magnetic order is impossible. For n no
ferromagnetic solutions appear, provided U exceeds a
critical value U, (n). For 0.5 n~~ 1 this critical value
is almost constant, slightly greater than the Bloch band
width 8'. For U & 8' the system cannot order ferromag-
netically irrespective of the band occupation n. Antifer-
romagnetism becomes possible for n ~0.77, where again
U has to exceed a critical value U, " (n), which, howev-
er, decreases continuously down to zero for n~1. In
certain (n, U) regions our theory has more than one
mathematical solution; the paramagnetic one, e.g., exists
for all n At T =.0 the internal energy E = (H ), calcu-
lated with (3.35) decides, which solution is stable. In a
narrow n region around the half-filled band (n =1) anti-
ferromagnetism dominates where this region is broadest
for U = 8, obviously the most convenient parameter con-
stellation for an antiferromagnetic moment ordering.
For larger U the phase line between antiferro- and fer-
romagnetism approaches more and more the n =1 axis.

The same holds for smaller U for the phase line between
antiferro- and paramagnetism, which runs into n = 1 for
U—+0+. Very recently Zhao et al. have calculated a
magnetic phase diagram by use of a perturbational
method, which in the strong-correlation regime
(W/U((1) is qualitatively very similar to our result.
They confirm, e.g., the existence of a critical band occu-
pation no, below which collective magnetic order is im-
possible. On the other hand, in the Stoner model a criti-
cal n value does not appear (Fig. 1). In the weak-
correlation regime (U(( W), however, there is a certain
resemblance of our phase diagram in Fig. 4 to the Stoner
result in Fig. 1. Generally the Stoner model overesti-
mates the possiblility of spontaneous magnetization.
A controversial discussion may arise from the observa-

tion that our approach predicts that the antiferromagnet-
ic solution at T=O remains stable along the n =1 line
down to U =0+ ~ This contradicts some previous
works based on Gutzwiller's variational approach,
which point to a critical U, &0 for the antiferromagnet,
too. Our spectral-density approach uses, in principle,
only one assumption, which concerns the general struc-
ture of the one-electron spectral density. This is just the
two-pole ansatz (3.2). Further evaluation is rigorous.
Equation (3.2) is surely justified for large U, say U ) W.
We consider it, however, plausible for moderate and even
for small U, too, at least as long as we are not interested
special life-time effects. We have, of course, to admit that
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Band magnetism in the Hubbard model
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(Received 13 September 1988)

A self-consistent moment method is applied to the Hubbard model in order to find out under
what circumstances spontaneous band magnetism may occur. The theory is formulated for a two-
sublattice structure to treat simultaneously para-, ferro-, and antiferromagnetic systems. The start-
ing point is a two-pole ansatz for the one-electron spectral density, the free parameters of which are
fitted by equating exactly calculated spectral moments. All correlation functions appearing in the
moments can be expressed by the spectral density, guaranteeing therewith a closed system of equa-
tions, which can be solved self-consistently for the average particle numbers (n;t ) and (n; t ). A
T=O phase diagram is presented in terms of band occupation n (0 n ~ 2) and Coulomb interac-
tion U. Ferromagnetic solutions appear only if n exceeds a critical occupation n," and U a
minimum value U;„. For antiferromagnetic solutions a critical U does not exist, but a critical band
occupation n, " does. Antiferromagnetism is stable in a restricted region of n around n= 1, which
is broadest for intermediate couplings ( U/8'-=1, 8'being the Bloch bandwidth) and shrinks to the
n=1 axis for strong couplings (U/8' —+~). For smaller n, but n )n," and sufficiently high U
( U ) 8'), ferromagnetism is stable, while for low band occupations the system is paramagnetic ir-
respective of U. The critical temperatures T& and T~ are strongly U and n dependent. For fixed n,
Tc increases with U, but saturates for U~~ at finite values (500—800 K), while T& has a max-
imum at an intermediate U value ( U= 8'). First-order as well as second-order transitions are ob-
served. Ferromagnetic order arises mainly because of a shift of f and f quasiparticle subbands. In
antiferromagnets, corresponding f and $ subbands occupy exactly the same energy regions, but
with different state densities. The magnetic behavior of the Hubbard model can be understood as a
direct consequence of the sensitive ( T, n, U) dependence of the quasiparticle density of states, which
is therefore discussed in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The so-called Hubbard model, ' which describes a
single s band with local electron-electron repulsion is
commonly used for the study of strongly correlated elec-
trons in a narrow energy band. This model is thought to
be able to reproduce cooperative phenomena like spon-
taneous band magnetism or insulator-metal transitions
("Mott-Hubbard transitions"). In the very recent past
the Hubbard model has furthermore become a weighty
candidate for the theoretical explanation of high-T, su-
perconductivity.
Despite the rather simple strgctrue of the model Ham-

iltonian (Sec. II A) the general solution of the respective
many-body problem is not yet available. Unavoidable ap-
proximations have led to partially contradicting state-
ments. It is therefore fair to say that the true inherent
model properties have not yet been worked out unambi-
guously up to now. In this paper we contribute to a
clarification, where our special interest aims at the ques-
tion of whether or not spontaneous ferro- or antiferro-
band magnetisim may appear in the Hubbard model. In
a previous paper one of us has shown by use of a self-
consistent moment method for the strongly correlated
Hubbard model that under certain conditions, concern-
ing band occupation and lattice structure, ferromagne-
tism is stable against paramagnetism. We are going to
present an extension of this theory to arbitrary correla-

tion strengths including antiferromagnetic structures.
Great eA'ort has been devoted by many authors to the
ground-state properties of the Hubbard model; relatively
few studies, however, refer to finite-temperature proper-
ties, in particular to the transition temperatures (Tc, Ttv)
of the magnetically ordered system. Our study covers
both aspects.
Of great importance for testing unavoidable approxi-

mations are exactly solvable limiting cases. Unfortunate-
ly, only few are available. The one-dimensional Hubbard
model has been solved by Lieb and Wu for T =0 and ar-
bitrary b'and occupation n (0& n &2), and by Beni et al
for finite temperatures in the U~ (x) limit. But these re-
sults provide only very restricted information about the
three-dimensional system, notably because it can exactly
be shown that collective magnetic order is impossible for
T )0 in the one- and two-dimensional Hubbard mod-
el. ' '" For the three-dimensional case Nagaoka' has
presented rigorous (T =0, U~ oo) results for the special
band fillings n =n+ = I/X(N+1) (X is number of lat-
tice sites). sc and bcc lattices have ferromagnetic ground
states for n+ as well as n, the fcc lattice only for n+.
These results, however, have been criticized as meaning-
less in the thermodynamic limit, ' although being in re-
markable agreement with some reliable approximate
theories. ' ' No doubt exists, however, about low band
occupations (n « 1), for which no collective magnetic or-
der is expected. ' If at all, then magnetism becomes like-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy E0
f (! ) = E0

b ! "! log CA(! ) as a
function of the imaginary time ! for L = 50 and N = 42 electrons
and different magnetizations. The dashed horizontal lines are FN
energies, while the solid lines are the energies as obtained by fitting
the imaginary-time correlations.

approach. The possibility of obtaining numerically exact
results on rather large systems allows us to assess the accuracy
of the FN method, which can be extended to much larger sizes
(i.e., L ! 1000), without any numerical instability. Thanks
to backflow correlations, we get a considerable improvement
upon the standard plane waves that were used in Ref. 12. There
is a small difference between the FN results and the energies
obtained by the imaginary-time correlations, indicating a very
small residual FN error, namely, #E/t ! 0.01.

In Fig. 2, we report the overall phase diagram obtained by
considering large-scale FN calculations. A saturated ferromag-
netic phase is stable for n " 0.75, while for smaller densities a
paramagnetic ground state is found. The narrow shaded region
denotes the incertitude due to the residual numerical error,
which can be estimated by comparing the FN energies with
the exact ones (obtained from the fermionic correlations) on
smaller clusters (see Fig. 1). This direct comparison puts us on
secure grounds as concerns the robustness of the dependence
of the ground-state magnetization on the electron density.

In Fig. 3 we display the dependence of the ground-state
energy upon magnetization, for different values of the electron
density. The remarkable feature emerging from this figure
is the strong flattening of the energy as a function of the
magnetization (i.e., the spin) close to the transition between
the fully polarized ferromagnet and the paramagnetic state.
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FIG. 2. Ground-state magnetization of the infinite-U Hubbard
model on the square lattice. The shaded area represents a small region
of uncertain attribution due to the effect of the residual Monte Carlo
error.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Difference between the energy per site of
different magnetizations and that of the saturated ferromagnet as a
function of the density n. The cases with L = 200 (squares) and 400
(circles) are reported; lines connecting points are a guide for the eye.

Indeed, at low and high densities the energy has a monotonic
behavior as a function of the magnetization m. At low density
a clear minimum exists at m = 0, typical of a paramagnetic
phase, where the curvature of the energy-versus-magnetization
curve indicates a finite spin susceptibility. On the other
hand, in the high-density ferromagnetic phase, E(m) displays
a well-defined minimum for m = 1. On approaching the
transition, E(m) becomes flatter and flatter, suggesting that
the susceptibility may diverge at the critical point. Although
we cannot exclude a tiny region with a finite but nonsat-
urated magnetization, these results would suggest that the
paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition is not due to a simple
level crossing, namely, to the creation of a local minimum in
E(m) at m = 1 that eventually prevails over the paramagnetic
one, but rather to the progressive flattening of the whole E(m)
curve.

Our scenario is compatible with an infinite-order phase
transition, which, in general, is described by E(m) = (g !
gc)m2 + bm2r , where r " #; a phase transition is obtained by
varying the order parameter g (in our case the electron density)
across its critical value gc. The critical exponent of the order
parameter is $ = 1/(2r ! 2), generating a jump from zero to
the saturation value for r " #. Moreover, the susceptibility
% $ A±/|g ! gc|& has an exponent & = 1 independent of r ,
with an amplitude ratio A!/A+ that vanishes for r " #.16

Even though the order parameter shows a finite jump, as in
ordinary first-order phase transitions, there is no hysteresis.
We have indeed verified that the ground-state energy is a
convex function of the electron density, implying a finite
compressibility in the neighborhood of the ferromagnetic-
paramagnetic transition. This picture implies that spin-flip
excitations over the fully polarized state are noninteracting
at the transition point. In fact, we find that, at small distances,
the minority spins repel each other, whereas at large distances
they do not interact. In the variational wave function, this fact
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Using a quantum Monte Carlo technique, we provide strong evidence for the stability of a saturated
ferromagnetic phase in the high-density regime of the two-dimensional infinite-U Hubbard model. By decreasing
the electron density, we observe a discontinuous transition to a paramagnetic phase, accompanied by a
divergence of the susceptibility on the paramagnetic side. This behavior, resulting from a high degeneracy
among different spin sectors, is consistent with an infinite-order phase transition. The remarkable stability of
itinerant ferromagnetism renews the hope of describing this phenomenon within a purely kinetic mechanism and
will facilitate the validation of experimental quantum simulators with cold atoms loaded in optical lattices.
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Ever since classical antiquity, ferromagnetism has attracted
the attention of natural philosophers.1 A proper understanding
of this phenomenon was only made possible by the advent
of quantum mechanics, from the early interpretations2,3 to
its modern realizations in quantum simulators engineered
by means of cold atomic gases.4 In some solids, such as
transition metals, the spin-independent nature of interactions
has led to the conjecture that long-range magnetic order
is due to an itinerant mechanism in which the Coulomb
interaction and the Pauli exclusion principle play fundamental
roles. The single-band Hubbard model, possibly the simplest
and most studied lattice model of correlated electrons, was
first thought to encompass a minimal description of itinerant
ferromagnetism.5 Recent experiments on ultracold atoms
hinted at the formation of ferromagnetic domains in a gas
of repulsively interacting fermions.4 This important result
and subsequent numerical calculations in the continuum6

suggested that this phenomenon has some general features
independent of the details of the repulsive interaction, thus
renewing the interest in the understanding of a minimal
model for itinerant ferromagnetism. In spite of its simplicity,
exact solutions of the Hubbard model are not available in
more than one spatial dimension, leaving the question of
the stability of a ferromagnetic phase unsolved. One of the
very few exact results that is known is due to Nagaoka,7 who
proved a theorem stating that, in the infinite-U limit, a single
hole stabilizes a fully polarized ground state. Following this
pioneering work, much effort has been devoted to studying
the fully polarized state for finite hole densities.8–14 However,
the possible stability of ferromagnetic phases and the nature
of the involved quantum phase transitions are still matters of
debate.15

In this Rapid Communication we present results for
the infinite-U Hubbard model, based on accurate fermionic
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations, which indicate that
at high electron density the Nagaoka state is stable not only
with respect to the paramagnetic phase, but also with respect
to other previously proposed partially polarized states.12 A
nontrivial transition to a paramagnetic phase is observed upon
decreasing the electron density. Near the transition this phase
is characterized by highly degenerate states with different
values of the total spin, thus indicating a divergence of the

magnetic susceptibility, consistent with an infinite-order phase
transition.16

The QMC simulation of systems of interacting electrons, at
variance with that of bosons, is beset by the antisymmetry of
the ground-state wave function which cannot be treated as the
stationary distribution of a diffusion process. The main attempt
to cope with the ensuing difficulties is the fixed-node (FN)
approximation, which, for lattice models, amounts to defining
an effective Hamiltonian whose ground-state energy is a
variational upper bound to the exact energy.17 If complemented
by an accurate variational ansatz for the wave function, the FN
method provides a method to study the properties of large
fermionic systems, making it possible reliable extrapolations
to the thermodynamic limit. Unfortunately, the nature of the
approximation does not allow for an estimate of the residual
error, which not rarely can lead to biased results. However,
the infinite-U Hubbard model belongs to an interesting class
of Hamiltonians whose eigenstates of fermionic symmetry are
sufficiently close in energy to the bosonic ground state to allow
them to be treated on an equal footing; for this class of Hamil-
tonians we propose a strategy to overcome the sign problem via
the dissection of the excitation spectrum of the corresponding
bosonic auxiliary problem, providing an essentially unbiased
scheme for medium-size fermionic systems.

Fermionic-correlation method. The spectrum of a Hamil-
tonian of identical particles, H, can be classified according
to the irreducible representations of the symmetric (permu-
tation) group. The Pauli principle asserts that only totally
antisymmetric states are physically allowed for fermions, but
mathematical states of any symmetry can also be considered.
In particular, the (unphysical) state of lowest energy is in
general totally symmetric, so that the fermionic ground state
can be formally considered as an excited state of a bosonic
system. As such, it can be studied via excited-state techniques,
provided the Bose-Fermi gap is not too large with respect
to the physical gap in the fermionic sector of the spectrum.
Let |!0

b " be the bosonic ground state of the system and A
an arbitrary observable. A recent extension of the reptation
QMC method18 to lattice models19 allows for an efficient
and unbiased evaluation of imaginary-time " = it correlation
functions CA(" ) = #!0

b |A†(" )A|!0
b "/#!0

b |!0
b ", whereA(" ) =

eH"Ae!H" is the Heisenberg representation of A.
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Thus, in an insulating state, i.e., dn /d!=0, the second de-
rivative of energy E with respect to n should diverge and
vice versa. At n=1, the ground-state energy has a cusp as
shown in Fig. 1 and the ground state is insulating. Note that
we can obtain energy for n"2 from the present data by
using electron-hole symmetry of the model, and we find a
cusp in the ground-state energy also at n=2.

Figure 2 shows the phase diagrams for U / t=9 and 15.
First, we explain the phase diagram #Fig. 2!b"$ for U / t=15.
The ferromagnetic phase with antiferro-orbital order appears
around quarter filling as is expected from the effective
Hamiltonian for the strong-coupling limit. However, it is
found that this ferromagnetic phase is easily destabilized by
doping. To stabilize this ferromagnetic phase in a wider fill-
ing region, a much larger value of Coulomb interaction is
necessary.

This ferromagnetic phase is also destabilized by increas-
ing Hund’s rule coupling J. Hund’s rule coupling is usually
expected to stabilize magnetically ordered states, but the ef-
fective interaction Ueff=U!!J between different orbitals is
reduced by Hund’s rule coupling. Thus, Hund’s rule coupling
destabilizes the orbital order, and as a result, the ferromag-
netic state supported by the orbital order is also destabilized.
Note that in the ferromagnetic phase, there is rotational sym-
metry in the orbital space, and orbital order for the x, y, and
z components are equivalent.

At higher filling region, another ferromagnetic phase
without orbital order appears in a large Hund’s rule coupling
region. The ferromagnetic phase extends in a wide parameter
region for n#1, while it does not for n$1. This finding is in
agreement with the statement that double-exchange-like
mechanism works well for n#1 since the probability of
double occupancy is high, but it is less effective for n$1.17

In this ferromagnetic phase at n%1 and J /U%0.3, we
expect an orbital-antiferro order, since in the ferromagnetic
state the model is reduced to the single-orbital Hubbard
model with effective interaction Ueff if we regard spin in the
single-orbital Hubbard model as orbital, and around n=1 an
orbital-antiferro state should occur. However, it is difficult to
distinguish a small energy difference between orbital-para
and orbital-antiferro states around there due to the small
value of Ueff. Thus, the phase boundary between spin-ferro
orbital-para and spin-ferro orbital-antiferro in Fig. 2!b" is
merely a guide to the eyes.

Around half filling, the antiferromagnetic phase appears
as expected from the nesting of Fermi surface. The phase
transition from the paramagnetic phase to the antiferromag-
netic phase is of the second order. We have checked that the
energy difference between these phases is proportional to
!n!nc"2 for n#nc, where nc is the critical filling. Note that
the spin-ferro orbital-antiferro state at n=1 and the spin-
antiferro orbital-para state at n=2 are insulating, and other
ground states are metallic.

By reducing the Coulomb interaction U, the regions of the
ordered phases become narrower as shown in Fig. 2!a" for
U / t=9. In particular the spin-ferro orbital-antiferro state dis-
appeared. At n=1, the ferromagnetic state with orbital order
disappears at U / t$10.21 The other ferromagnetic phase
without orbital order is also easily destabilized by reducing
the Coulomb interaction. This fact indicates that realization
of ferromagnetism is a strong correlation effect. On the other
hand, the antiferromagnetic phase around half filling, which
is stabilized by the nesting of the Fermi surface and can be
obtained with a weak-coupling theory, is realized in a wide
region even at U / t=9.

Note that we have also calculated the energy of the single-
orbital Hubbard model within the Gutzwiller wave function,
and we have found that a much larger value of Coulomb
interaction U / t#23 is necessary to stabilize a ferromagnetic
phase. Thus, the orbital degeneracy and Hund’s rule coupling
are important ingredients for the realization of ferromag-
netism with a moderate value of the Coulomb interaction.

To summarize, we have studied the two-orbital Hubbard
model on a square lattice by a variational Monte Carlo
method. We have considered charge, spin, orbital, and spin-
orbital coupled ordered states for the variational wave func-
tion. Then, we have constructed phase diagrams for the
ground states. We find a narrow region of the ferromagnetic
state with orbital-antiferro order around quarter filling and a
wide region of ferromagnetic phase without orbital order at
large Hund’s rule coupling for U / t=15. The ferromagnetic
phase with orbital order is easily destabilized by doping and
by reducing the Coulomb interaction. The ferromagnetic
phase without orbital order is also destabilized strongly by
reducing the Coulomb interaction. Thus, realization of ferro-
magnetic states is a strong correlation effect. Investigation of
the effects of realistic anisotropic hopping integral depending
on orbital and further improvement of the variational wave
function are important future problems.

The author thanks T. Takimoto and P. Thalmeier for read-
ing the manuscript and useful comments. This work is sup-
ported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Phase diagrams for !a" U / t=9 and for !b"
U / t=15. Solid lines denote first-order transitions and dashed lines
denote second-order transitions.
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To understand the effects of orbital degeneracy on magnetism, in particular the effects of Hund’s rule
coupling, we study the two-orbital Hubbard model on a square lattice by a variational Monte Carlo method. As
a variational wave function, we consider a Gutzwiller-projected wave function for a staggered spin- and/or
orbital-ordered state. We find a ferromagnetic phase with staggered orbital order around quarter filling, i.e.,
electron number n=1 per site, and an antiferromagnetic phase without orbital order around half filling n=2. In
addition, we find that another ferromagnetic phase without orbital order is realized in a wide filling region for
large Hund’s rule coupling. These two ferromagnetic states are metallic except for quarter filling. We show that
orbital degeneracy and strong correlation effects stabilize the ferromagnetic states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.020407 PACS number!s": 75.30.Kz, 71.10.Fd

The mechanism of itinerant ferromagnetism is a long-
standing problem in physics of condensed matter. As a
simple model for itinerant ferromagnetism, the single-orbital
Hubbard model has been studied intensively, but it has been
revealed that it is difficult to stabilize a ferromagnetic state in
the Hubbard model with only nearest-neighbor hopping on
simple lattices such as a square lattice.

One possible improvement to the Hubbard model for fer-
romagnetism is a modification of the band structure. Since
the early stage of the study of ferromagnetism, a large den-
sity of states around Fermi level, as in an fcc lattice with
appropriate filling, has been suggested to stabilize a ferro-
magnetic state.1–3 Indeed, realization of ferromagnetic
ground states is proven for some flatband systems4,5 and
nearly flatband systems.6 It is also shown that ferromag-
netism occurs for an fcc-like infinite-dimensional lattice and
for an fcc lattice by using a dynamical mean-field theory,7

while a dynamical mean-field theory for a hypercubic lattice
does not show ferromagnetism.8 For finite dimensions, it has
been shown that ferromagnetism can occur by including
next-nearest hopping, which induces Van Hove singularity,
for a chain9 and for a square lattice.10

Another possible improvement is the inclusion of orbital
degree of freedom, which may be important in dealing with
realistic situations in transition metals. For orbitally degen-
erate systems, it has been suggested that intra-atomic Hund’s
rule coupling can stabilize ferromagnetism.11–13 The simplest
extended model of the single-orbital Hubbard model includ-
ing orbital degree of freedom is the two-orbital Hubbard
model. This model shows ferromagnetism with antiferro-
orbital order at quarter filling, i.e., electron number n=1 per
site, in the strong Coulomb interaction limit.14

This ferromagnetic state at n=1 is insulating. Thus, it is
an interesting problem as to what extent is the ferromagnetic
state stable against doping of electron or hole which makes
the system metallic. It is found that the ferromagnetic state is
stable to some extent against doping in one dimension15 and
in infinite dimensions.16,17 For other finite dimensions, there
are few studies on doping effects on magnetism of the two-
orbital Hubbard model. Sakai et al.18 studied the two-orbital

Hubbard model on an fcc lattice by a dynamical mean-field
theory and stressed the importance of the lattice structure and
Hund’s rule coupling for ferromagnetism.

To understand the magnetism of the two-orbital Hubbard
model deeply, we have to investigate the model for many
parameter sets since the two-orbital Hubbard model has a
parameter for Hund’s rule coupling in addition to that for the
Coulomb interaction. However, such an extensive study is
difficult for a two-orbital model beyond the Hartree-Fock
approximation since there are as many as 16 electron con-
figurations at each site, and thus it is hard for numerical
calculations.

In this Rapid Communication, to overcome such diffi-
culty, we apply a variational Monte Carlo method19 to the
two-orbital Hubbard model on a square lattice. We use a
Gutzwiller-projected wave function as a variational wave
function. This wave function is simple enough but includes
correlation effects, and we can evaluate energy for several
states and for various parameters. In particular, we can con-
struct a phase diagram by varying the value of Hund’s rule
coupling and filling n. Thus, we can investigate the overall
feature of the two-orbital Hubbard model. At n=1, a similar
model without considering orbital order20 and the two-orbital
Hubbard model considering the possibility of orbital order21

have been studied by the variational Monte Carlo method,
but the effect of doping has not been investigated by these
studies, which is a main topic of the present Rapid
Communication.

The two-orbital Hubbard model is given by

H = #
k,!,"

#kck!"
† ck!" + U#

i,!
ni!!ni!" + U!#

i
ni1ni2

+ J #
i,","!

ci1"
† ci2"!

† ci1"!ci2" + J! #
i,!!!!

ci!!
† ci!"

† ci!!"ci!!!,

!1"

where ci!" is the annihilation operator of the electron at site i
with orbital ! !=1 or 2" and spin " !=! or "", ck!" is the
Fourier transform of it, ni!"=ci!"

† ci!", and ni!=#"ni!". The
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site-charge density is uniform. The existence of this
phase, and its apparent robustness, was unanticipated
in previous studies, as far as we know.
4) For 3/4 > n > np with np ! 3/5, the 2-leg ladder

has a partially polarized ferromagnetic ground-state,
with maximal spin-polarization for n ! 2/3. We have not
yet determined where, in this interval, the system forms
a phase separated two-phase mixture and where it is in a
pure phase. In any case, whatever the phase diagram of
the 2-leg ladder, it is unlikely to be representative of the
2D system in this range of n, given that the groundstate
is paramagnetic for the 4-leg ladder.
5) For np > n (but with n "= 1/2 and n not too near

0), the groundstate of the 2-leg ladder is a paramag-
netic Luttinger liquid (LL) with charge and spin gaps
that vanish in the thermodynamic limit to within our
numerical uncertainty. The ground-states of the 3-leg
and 4-leg ladders of all lengths we have studied are also
spin-unpolarized in this range of n, from which we infer
that the same is true of the 2D system.
6) For n = 1/2 the 2-leg ladder exhibits a weakly

dimerized insulating phase with a very small spin-gap.
However, we have no evidence that this insulating phase
persists for wider ladders.
DMRG applied to Hubbard ladders: The Hubbard
model is defined, as usual, by

H = #t
!

!ij",!=#,$

"

c†i!cj! +H.c.
#

+ U
!

i

c†i#ci#c
†
i$ci$, (1)

where c†j! creates an electron with spin polarization !
on site j and $ij% signifies pairs of nearest-neighbor sites.
In the limit U & ', the Hamiltonian is parameter-free
in the sense that the second term in H is replaced by
the non-holonomic constraint of no double-occupancy:
$

! c
†
j!cj! = 0, or 1, and one can chose units of energy

such that t = 1.

FIG. 1: The phase diagrams of the infinite U Hubbard model
on the 2-, 4-, and 6-leg ladders, and the inferred phase dia-
gram in 2D.

The DMRG calculations were carried out keeping up
to 4000(18000 states. All ladders are taken to have open
boundary conditions in both directions. When we com-
pute the expectation value of various densities, it is some-
times useful to break spin rotational symmetry by apply-
ing a Zeeman field of magnitude h = 1 in the z direction
on a single boundary site, taken to be the site at the
lower left-hand end of the ladder.
To characterize the excitation spectrum of the system,

we define the charge, spin, and single-particle gaps, !c,
!s, and !1p, as follows:

!c ) [E(Nel + 2) + E(Nel # 2)# 2E(Nel)]/2 (2)

!s ) [E(S = 1;Nel)# E(S = 0;Nel)]

!1p ) [E(Nel + 1) + E(Nel # 1)# 2E(Nel)]

where Nel is the total number of electrons (which is al-
ways taken, for present purposes, to be even), and E(Nel)
and E(S,Nel) are, respectively, the ground-state energy
and the ground-state energy in a given spin-sector. This
definition of the spin-gap is only useful under circum-
stances in which the groundstate has S = 0. Where pos-
sible, we have extrapolated values of the gaps to the ther-
modynamic limit by fitting the data from finite length
ladders to a quadratic form, !(N) = !+AN%1+BN%2,
where N is the length of the ladders; unless otherwise
stated, all gaps listed below have been extrapolated to
the thermodynamic limit in this way. Details of the var-
ious extrapolations will be presented at a future date.
Clearly, in a Fermi liquid (FL), all three gaps vanish

in the thermodynamic limit. In 1D, the FL is unstable
in the presence of any interactions, but there exists a
gapless LL which is a direct descendant of the FL.
Results for the 2-leg ladder: We have computed

the groundstate properties of the 2-leg ladder as a func-
tion of n for system sizes 2 * N with N = 20, 30, 40, and
50. To identify the ferromagnetic portions of the phase
diagram, we have computed the ground-state magnetiza-
tion density M = S/Smax, where S is the total spin of
the groundstate, and Smax = Nn is the maximum possi-
ble value of S in a fully spin-polarized state. The results
are shown in Fig. 3 (a), where di"erent colors denote the
di"erent system sizes. Since the four curves are nearly
identical, the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit
is trivial. Specifically:
1)The fully polarized ground state terminates at n =

nF = 4/5, independent of N [10]. (See Table I.) This
value of nF is not locked by any obvious commensurabil-
ity e"ect that we have detected [11]. For instance, if we
modify the Hamiltonian by making the hopping matrix
elements on the rungs, t& = 0.5t, where t is the hopping
matrix element on the legs of the ladder, we find that
nF = 0.85.
2) The ground state at n = 3/4 is an insulating para-

magnetic state with a charge gap, !c = 0.24 ± 0.02t, a
single-particle gap, !1p = 0.245± 0.02t, but a vanishing
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Phases of the infinite U Hubbard model
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We apply the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) to study the phase diagram of the
infinite U Hubbard model on 2-, 4-, and 6-leg ladders. Where the results are largely insensitive
to the ladder width, we consider the results representative of the 2D square lattice model. We
find a fully polarized ferromagnetic Fermi liquid phase when n, the density of electrons per site,
is in the range 1 > n > nF ! 4/5. For n = 3/4 we find an unexpected commensurate insulating
“checkerboard” phase with coexisting bond density order with 4 sites per unit cell and block spin
antiferromagnetic order with 8 sites per unit cell. For 3/4 > n, the wider ladders have unpolarized
groundstates, which is suggestive that the same is true in 2D.

The Hubbard model is the paradigmatic representa-
tion of strongly correlated electron systems in condensed
matter physics. It is widely invoked in studies of metallic
ferromagnetism, unconventional superconductivity, vari-
ous forms of charge and spin density wave formation, and
even in theoretical explorations of spin-liquid and non-
Fermi liquid states. These studies often involve conflict-
ing claims concerning the phase diagram of this model
in more than one dimension, especially when the inter-
action strength U is comparable to or larger than the
bandwidth.

In this paper we report the results of an extensive
DMRG study of the zero temperature (T = 0) phase
diagram of the Hubbard model in the U ! " limit, as a
function of n, the density of electrons per site. To begin
with, we study the two leg ladder on systems of size up
to 2 # 50, large enough that finite size scaling can be
used to obtain clear convergence to the thermodynamic
limit. The resulting phase diagram is shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 1. It is frequently found that important
features of two dimensional (2D) quantum models are al-
ready apparent in the solution of the 2-leg ladder. To get
a feeling for which features of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder
extrapolate smoothly to 2D, we compute the properties
of 4-leg and 6-leg ladders (with sizes up to 4 # 20 and 6
# 8, respectively). The inferred partial phase diagrams
of these wider ladders are shown in the two middle panels
of Fig. 1. (We have also carried out limited additional
studies of 3 and 5 leg ladders.) While there may be sub-
tle correlations characteristic of the 2D model that would
only be manifest were we able to study wider or longer
ladders, many features of the phase diagram are already
remarkably insensitive to ladder width and length for the
studied system sizes. We therefore speculate that these
features survive as groundstate phases of the fully 2D
model, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1.

To summarize our findings:

1) For 1 > n > nF , we find a half-metallic ferromag-
netic (HMF) phase, i.e. a fully spin polarized Fermi liq-

uid. For all even leg ladders we have studied nF = 4/5, so
we expect that in 2D, nF $ 4/5 as well. As is well known,
the existence of a HMF phase for n close enough to 1 is
suggested by Nagaoka’s theorem,[2] and by various previ-
ous exact diagonalization[3] and variational[4, 5] studies,
the most recent of which[5] yields estimates of nF which
are more or less consistent with the present results. On
the other hand, other lines of analysis[1] are suggestive
that the HMF is stable only below a critical “doped hole
density,” (1 % n), which vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit (nF ! 1!); the present results falsify this.

2) For nF > n > 3/4, the 2-leg ladder appears to phase
separate (PS), with the two coexisting phases having den-
sities n = nF and n = 3/4. Our more limited results on
broader ladders suggest that the same might hold true
for 4 leg ladders and, by extension, in 2D as well.

3) For n = 3/4, the 2-leg ladder forms an insulating
commensurate plaquette density wave state, as shown
in Fig. 2 (a). This pattern of symmetry breaking sug-
gests that the spin-degrees of freedom correspond to an
e!ective spin 3/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain on
the “checkerbord” lattice defined by the “strong” plaque-
ttes; indeed there is no detectable spin gap and we find
clear signatures of quasi-long-range antiferromagnetic or-
der with twice the period of the plaquette order, as also
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The 4-leg ladder exhibits a sim-
ilar (and slighly weaker) ordering tendency, forming the
checkerboard plaquette order of the sort shown in Fig.
2(b); the spin correlations are consistent with those of an
e!ective 2-leg spin 3/2 antiferromagnet on the checker-
board lattice in that there appears to be a small spin-gap,
with the implication that, in this case, the correspond-
ing antiferromagnetic order (also shown in the figure)
decays exponentially at long distances. Given that the
6-leg ladder (Fig. 2(c)) also shows a similar ordering pat-
tern as the 4 and 2-leg ladders, we are confident that the
corresponding phase persists in the 2D limit. The 2D
“checkerboard” phase has coexisting bond-density wave
and block-spin antiferromagnetic order[9]. However, the
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Magnetism?

• Strong magnetism seems exceedingly 
improbable

• Perhaps some combination of Mott + 
Anderson (disorder-induced) localization of 
some (xy) electrons near the interface might 
lead to ferromagnetism if interactions could 
be mediated by delocalized (xz,yz) 
electrons

• but probably this would be weak?



Issues
• Where are the carriers?  

• Is there Mott physics?

• Extreme case: Mott localization?

• Less extreme: other correlation effects

• magnetism

• superconductivity

• What are these carriers good for?



GTO/STO

• Proximity effects?

• we know there is (ferri-)magnetism in 
GTO

• how is this communicated to electrons in 
STO?

• does coupling to Gd3+ (4f7) spin play a 
role?



Thought experiment

GTO

STO

GTO



Thought experiment

GTO

STO

GTO

• How is coupling between GTO mediated 
by electron gas in STO?



Thought experiment

GTO

STO

GTO

• Maybe it will be a real experiment?



Thought experiment

GTO

STO

GTO

• We are also conducting a virtual 
experiment w/ DFT

• preliminary result: (YTO)2(STO)2 shows 
negligible spin polarization in STO layers

4

FIG. 6: Structure for (YTO3)2(STO3)2 The green sphere represents Sr atom, purple sphere represents Y, the gray sphere for

Ti and red sphere for O.
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FIG. 7: (STO)2(YTO)2

III. HETEROSTRUCTURE (GDTIO3)2(SRTIO3)2

Bulk GTO has space group Pbnm, which is generated by 3 principle operations

P1 : (x, y, z) −→ (
1
2 − x, 1

2 + y, z), (1)

P2 : (x, y, z) −→ (−x,−y, 1
2 + z), (2)

P3 : (x, y, z) −→ (−x,−y,−z). (3)

while bulk STO has cubic symmetry. When GTO and STO are combined to form heterostructure, the symmetry should

be lowered. First symmetry P2 will be absent in the heterostructure. To test if P1 is present in the heterostructure,

we did minimization of atomic position for both cases. The presence of P1 and P3 corresponds to space group P21/c,

while the only presense of P3 corresponds to P-1. Right now we focus on orthorhombic unit cell only, since even it’s

Sr
Y



Summary of recent 
activities

• “Strong coupling” Kondo lattice model for 
nickelates

• suggests that electron-phonon coupling is 
critical for “charge” ordering (suppressed in 
superlattices?)

• Titanates

• modeling of carrier confinement and associated 
orbital states and transport

• Mott physics and magnetism?  A challenge to 
find and understand!


